
The talks listed here showcase our masterclasses in the area of Accounting, Finance,
Banking and Economics. Our brilliant team of experts in these areas have put
together a series of interactive and stimulating talks that detail our approach to
delivering high quality courses and exceptional student experience.

Of course, we can also offer other talks in this space by request. We can facilitate
specific one-off sessions or bigger events that cover talks and wider aspects of
university life. These can be arranged both on and off campus at a time and date to
suit you.
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Please note all sessions are suitable for KS5 students. For KS3/4,
please get in touch to see what opportunities are available. 



Masterclasses

Forensic Accounting
Deepen your understanding of financial accounting, along with the related laws, risks and
ethics. In this session students will learn about The Fraud Triangle- a really important model
used in Forensics to identify the pressures that cause people to commit fraud, the
opportunities they have and how they rationalise to themselves. 

The Origins of the 2008 Financial Crisis 
Crises happen often in a free market economy. This talk presents the perfect storm of factors
which set the stage for one of the nastiest crises of modern capitalism. The 2008 Financial
Crisis was created when a noble effort by the US government to increase homeownership met
limited supply for housing, when the war on terrorism met record low interest rates, when
“Ninjas” met unscrupulous mortgage advisers and when greedy banks met new financial tools

Financial Analysis using Bloomberg Professional 
This session gives students a glimpse into the world of Financial and Investment Analysis. Using
Bloomberg Professional terminals (which are available to SHU students 24/7) we show how to
unpick the financial performance of a company then take our analysis forwards to determine
whether the company represents a good investment proposition at that point.

 
 
 

Financial Markets Trading 
In this session we’ll bust some of the trading myths and get rich quick schemes found on social
media and demonstrate how financial market trading is a highly skilled, risk managed activity.
We take a specific scenario or market moving news announcement and observe the effect on
the financial markets, discussing the profitable trades we could have placed (and the ones we
shouldn’t have placed!). 

 
The Peculiar Economics of Professional Sport Finance 
The balance of maximising sporting performance whilst simultaneously trying to balance the
books presents sport teams with a unique problem that we simply do not see in mainstream
business. This session will unpick some of these challenges across a variety of sports and
examine the pressures on revenue generation and cost control at team level. Many believe that
sport, and its teams, are rich, but this talk will prove that is not always the case… 

Behavioural Economics 
Behavioural Economics is an emerging and truly exciting area of Economics. It studies the impact
of Psychology in our economic lives and deals with topics such as stock market panics, consumer
behaviour, the kind of property you'd like to buy and more. This session discusses one of the
most casual of decisions: Whether you want to leave a tip at a restaurant. And things may not be
as simple as you think... 

 

 
To book any of the sessions, or for more information

please contact: sclo@shu.ac.uk
 


